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HEADQUARTERS 320TH BOMBARDMENT GROUP (M) 

Office of the Group Intelligence Officer 
APO 650 

 
Intelligence Narrative No. 286.  Day Operation.  19 July 1944 

 
Flight Commander:  Captain Hunter. 

 
A.   320th Bombardment Group (M) 
 
B. At 16:01 hours, 35 B-26’s took off to bomb Borgoforte Railroad 

Bridge (M/R: _-446114, sheet 62) Italy. 
2 B-26’s returned to base early, 1 spare and 1 excessive fuel pressure.  
Cloud cover prevented a sati run on the primary target.  The A/C that 
bombed it had only a ten second run and smoke screen made observation 
of the target difficult.  33 B-26’s were over the targets.  15 B-26’s of the 
formation dropped on the primary (Borgoforte), at 18:41 from 10,500’ on 
an axis of 240 degrees true.  18 B-26’s were over the alternative target 
(____?___) (JMS: Could be Piacenza? Not sure) and dropped 72 x 1,000 
lb. demolition bombs (.1 & 01) at 19:00 from 9,000’ to 8,000’ on an axis 
of 305 degrees true.  23 B-26’s returned to based at 20:54.  8 B-26’s 
returned late after landing at Corsica; 7 for gas and 1 with injured crew 
member.  2 B’26’s missing believed to be in Corsica. 
 

C. Results:  The bombs dropped on the primary target landed 400 yds. To 
the southeast of the target, missing it.  The alternative was covered with 
an excellent pattern and concentration of bombs scoring several direct 
hits.  See Comments. 
 

D. Observations: 
  



1. Air: 
a. Air Activity:  P-47’s provided escort. 
b. 4/5 ME ___’s (JMS: guessing “109’s” ?) attacked over Castel 

Val Freddo (JMS: spelling?) coming in one at a time from rear 
high and head on high, followed by P-47’s in diving away.  Most 
attacks were aggressive but made only one pass each.  One had 
white spinner with black propeller, others were silver with black 
crosses behind the cockpit.  1 other was blue-black. 

c. 1 S/E unidentified A/C in Cr_____ area, very low, attacked by 
escort, attacked, dove through the formation coming in high at 11 
o’clock.  1 E/A was seen shot down by P-47’s between Piacenza 
(JMS: the secondary target area? Unsure) and primary target.  
This A/C damaged one of our A/C and injured one crew member. 

d. Situation: 
1. 2/3 A/C on I/G at Trave. (JMS: spelling?) 
2. 5/6 A/C on Piacenza A/D. 
3. 5/6 A/C at ________. 

2. Ground:  
a. General:   

1. At _______, supply dump with several trucks moving in 
and out at 18:30 hours. 

2. Oil dump at 4 miles southeast of Piacenza. 
3. Smoke screen all but obscured the primary target. 

b. Communications: 
1. 60 RR cars at _______. 
2. 100 RR cars at Piacenza. 
3. 20 M/T moving North-West just East of S___iro at 18:30 

hours. 
4. 25 M/T moving in both directions at R____bella at 18:30 

hours. 
5. 20 RR cars at first M/T East of Cr_____. 

 
 
 
 



c. Flak: 
Type ACCURACY Type 

Area     Int. Flak Alt. Def. Fire        Position – Comments 
Borgoforte    S-M   H   A   A B & CP    3 E just North-east of target 
         2 E ½ miles of ____. 
Encountered at end of bomb run and on breakaway, barrage at first, followed 
by tracking flak. 

d. Shipping: 
1. 1 small M/V, 5 small craft at ________ at 17:58 hours. 
2. 1 medium V/V, 5 fishing vessels, 3 small craft at S_____ 

Levanti at 19:30 hours. 
 

3. Losses: None.  Damaged: 5 by flak, 1 by E/A; 1 top turret-gunner was 
injured by E/A. 
 

4. Weather: 
a. Enroute: 3/10ths cumulus at 7,000’. 
b. Target:  5/10ths cumulus at 8,000’; visibility 5 miles, in 

haze 
c. Return:  As enroute. 

 
E. Routes:  Base to rendezvous in Corsica; to landfall at ______ _______; to 

Piacenza; to ____________; to target.  Borgoforte (___ ________, to 
base via S_____ L______); breakaway right to Coite; to _____; to 
F______; to Piacenza on bomb run; breakaway left to ________; to base. 

 
F. Comments: ____ bombs of one flight on the Primary (16 bombs) landed 

on the South bank of the river, with possible hits on the end of the bridge. 
 
        WILLIAM COOK, 
        Major, Air Corps. 
        Group Intelligence Officer. 


